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UcamX v2016.01 Release Notes
Background output of external formats


Takes time-consuming output of external formats
away from the interactive editor and moves it into
background



UcamX is immediately available for further interactive
work right after the start of the background output



Interactive work can continue on the same or on a
different job while the output is running



Available for PP2 or higher UcamX parallel processing
capabilities



When higher PP power is available output of multiple
layers can take place in parallel to speed up the time of
the output process itself


Reduced output times
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Background output of external formats


Selectable option in the Cad > Output dialogue



Available for virtually all Cad output formats including Gerber,
Gerber 274X, ODB++, MDA, RPD, …



When the output finishes a message is sent to the operator to
inform him accordingly


No dead times between output of one job and starting with the next



Operator waiting time significantly reduced



Improved user experience
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Parallelized Image Compare


Massive time saver on large data sets − ideal for image-comparing for
instance production panels



Slices up single DPF layers into smaller pieces or tiles as if you would put
a grid on it



Several of these tiles are image-compared in parallel on separate cores



Fully automatic and intelligent function – invisible in the GUI


Auto-detects whether or not to go into parallelized mode. Simple data sets
will run non-parallelized as before



Auto-sets the optimum tile size depending on type of data and available PP
power





No decisions needed from the operator

Available for UcamX PP2 or higher.


Add more PP power to get faster results
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Free-of-charge UcamX PP8 trial license






V2016.01 comes with a free-of-charge
software built-in trial license for UcamX
PP8
Try out new v2016.01 features - as well
as previous ones - powered from a
software-enabled PP8 license
Get the most out of your current
hardware and experience what extra
UcamX PP power can do for you

PP1 - server

PP2 - server

PP4 - server

PP8 - server
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Free-of-charge UcamX PP8 trial license


A “PP8 trial” icon appears on the desktop after installation



Double-clicking on the icon will check the number of cores on
your system and will start UcamX with the same number of
parallel processes



Trial PP8 license adapts itself automatically to the physical
number of cores available on the system to avoid overloading



UcamX PP8 trial can be launched as many times as you have
UcamX licenses available in your license file



UcamX title bar shows this is a trial. Expiry date: 31 May 2016
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Gerber X2 input upgrade




Captures incoming Gerber X2 .FileFunctions and converts
them to your life-long Ucam manufacturing layer subclasses
automatically


After input your X2 job is ready to roll, taking into account all
of your production-specific job set-up requirements and
peculiarities



Simply hit the ground running with X2 jobs

Gerber X2 output is adopted by an increasing number of
CAD software vendors. Check out the most recent list of
software vendors supporting X2 at
https://www.ucamco.com/en/file-formats/gerber/vendors



Remind your customers of this unique opportunity.



Contact us for any assistance you may need to help convince
them to supply you with this state-of-the-art data format
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And many more…


Input of ODB++ version 8 data sets








Keep up your integration level with 3rd party CAM data suppliers

New speed-optimized UcamX workspace defaults


Faster program startup



Responsive switching between workspaces

New “About UcamX…” dialogue with “Copy to clipboard…” functionality
helps establish the correct software/hardware /OS/license/… configuration
accurately in case of a support issue.


Easier and faster diagnosis of issues related to a specific OS, hardware or version



UcamX website link included for accessing up-to-date product info

A wealth of enhancements to existing features


Check out the version list of maintenance enhancements
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